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View integrating sources activity Establishing your own position You will learn about the organisational and
linguistic techniques you can use to establish your own position in relation to the literature you are citing. This
will save you from a world of pain trying to find everything again later. You will also analyse two abstracts to
identify the different information elements which can be included. Defining a dissertation and its structure In
this activity you will consider, the difference between a thesis and a dissertation. Writing a research proposal
for a dissertation Here you will examine the important information elements that should be included in a
research proposal. You do you. View the multiple purposes of a literature review activity Integrating sources
Different citation practices are introduced and the variety of ways in which the literature can be integrated into
a text are considered. Manchester Metropolitan University Students' Union How to survive your dissertation
Monday - Your whole university career has probably been leading up to this beast â€” your dissertation. View
selecting a topic for your dissertation activity Focusing on a topic Here you will learn about techniques that
can help you focus on a topic for your dissertation: creating mindmaps, formulating and refining research
questions, and developing strategies for reading efficiently. Contact your supervisor early You have a
supervisor for a reason. View the purposes of a dissertation abstract activity Choices of verb tense and voice in
different parts of an abstract You will look at the changes in verb tense and voice that are likely to occur in an
abstract and consider the reasons for these choices. You will also reflect upon a number of important factors
that need to be considered when selecting a topic for your dissertation. You can even get feedback on your
writing which will help to hit the right tone with your work, or you could even go to a study skills workshop to
help you maximise your time. View writing and revising a draft abstract activity Introductions This subsection
explores different aspects of a dissertation introduction. View research questions and hypotheses activity
Accessing and organising the literature for the dissertation You will explore effective ways to search for
information and read efficiently. Totally overwhelmed? Make a timeline of checkpoints to assess where you
are with your work and stick to your plan. View the writing a research proposal for a dissertation activity
Writing an effective title for your dissertation You will find out how to write an effective title for your
dissertation and how to present your title page. View choices of verb tense and voice in different parts of an
abstract activity Writing and revising a draft abstract Here you will have the opportunity to write a draft for
your own dissertation abstract while considering the common information elements, as well as tense and voice
choices. Double screening gives you the superpower to read your notes and type into your document at the
same time. They can help you unpick even the worst of knots. You will also find out how to manage, organise
and record the literature that you access. View defining a dissertation and its structure activity The elements of
a dissertation You will identify the information elements that the different chapters of a dissertation are likely
to include. The purposes of a dissertation abstract The various purposes of abstracts are explored. In this
subsection, you will examine the overall structure of a dissertation and the common information elements
found in each part. You will learn about the different parts of a dissertation and how they relate to each other.
View brainstorming and mindmaps activity Research questions and hypotheses Here you will find out how to
formulate and refine research questions. Finally, you will consider the importance of developing your own
study skills and explore some useful dissertation writing tips and techniques. View making linguistic choices
activity Abstracts Here, the different purposes of dissertation abstracts are considered. It focuses on its various
functions, the common information elements it contains and its organisational structure. Brainstorming and
mindmaps You will practise using the techniques of brainstorming and creating mind maps to explore the
possible areas you wish to cover in your dissertation. The meaning of the term hypothesis is also discussed.
The multiple purposes of a literature review This looks at how a literature review can be structured. Keeping a
research journal or diary You will explore the value of keeping a research journal whilst conducting your
research. The differences between the dissertation introduction, abstract and literature review are also
examined. Plus, doing one reference is not as painful as having to do 50 references at the end. Selecting a topic
for your dissertation Here you will explore the factors which will help you select a topic for your dissertation.
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The numbering system that is typically employed for different sections of a dissertation is introduced. How to
be critical in a literature review Here, the meaning of 'being critical' in a literature review is explored. You will
identify the common information elements in abstracts and the tense and voice changes that often occur in the
text. Budget for printing including time! You will also have the opportunity to consider different writing styles
and choose the most appropriate for your subject area. View keeping a research journal or diary activity The
literature review Different aspects of a dissertation literature review are explored.


